
The Lord of the Beginning and the End

Gen 1:1-26



In the beginning, God 
created the heavens and 
the earth.  v1  



First Day – Light  v3-5

    “Let there be light,” and there was light.



Second Day – Sky  v6-8

    “Let there be an expanse between the waters to 
separate water from water.”



Third Day – Land and Seas, and Vegetation  
v9-13

    “Let the water under the sky be gathered to one place, 
and let dry ground appear.” “Let the land produce 
vegetation.”









Creation or Evolution



Creation or Evolution



Charles Darwin (1809 – 1882)



God Created a Matured Earth



   In the four hundred and eightieth year after the 
Israelites came out of Egypt, in the fourth year of 
Solomon’s reign over Israel, in the month of Ziv, the 
second month, he began to build the temple of the 
LORD.  1 Kg 6:1

 

   966 BC  - Solomon built the temple. 

                    He became King in 970 BC

   966 + 480 = 1446 BC  was the year Israelites 

                                          came out of Egypt



   Now the length of time the Israelite people lived in Egypt 

was 430 years.  Ex 12:40

    1446 BC  - Israelites came out of Egypt

    1446 + 430 = 1876 BC  was the year the

                                             Israelites settled in Egypt



   And Jacob said to Pharaoh, “The years of my pilgrimage 
are a hundred and thirty.”  Gen 47:9

    1876 BC – Israelites settled in Egypt

    1876 + 130 = 2006 BC  was the year Jacob 

                                             was born.

  



   When Adam had lived 130 years,  Seth was born …  
Gen 5:5

    When Seth had lived 105 years, he became the 
father of Enosh. Gen 5:6  

     When Enosh had lived 90 years, he became the father 
of Kenan. Gen 5:9

    …
    Isaac was sixty years old when Rebekah gave birth to 

them (Esau and Jacob).  Gen 25:26
 

    Jacob was born  2108 years after Adam 
was created.

  



    Jacob was born  2108 years after Adam was created.

    Jacob was born in 2006 BC

    2108 + 2006 = 4114 BC  was the year Adam 

                                               was created
 

    This year is 2020 AD

    2020 + 4114 = 6134  is the number of years 

                                         between now and Adam.

  



Carbon-14 and Radiometric Dating

Are there examples of inaccurate results obtained 
from the potassium/argon dating method (the most 
cited method)?

Radioactive ‘dating’ failure: recent New Zealand lava flows yield 
‘ages’ of millions of years

Excess argon within mineral concentrates from the new dacite 
lava dome at Mt St Helens volcano

Radio-dating in rubble
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How can the radiometric dates of millions and billions 
of years old be so wrong?

The failure of U-Th-Pb ‘dating’ at Koongarra

Flaws in dating the earth as ancient

Conflicting ‘ages’ of Tertiary basalt and contained fossilised 
wood, Crinum, Central Queensland, Australia

Radioactive ‘dating’ in conflict!

National Geographic magazine joins the dating game

Is the absence of short-lived radionuclides a problem for the 
biblical timescale?

Evolutionist debater fails to understand young-earth arguments

The Oklo natural reactors in Precambrian rocks, Gabon, Africa
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Is there any evidence that radioactive decay rate might 
not have been constant?

RATE group reveals exciting break-through!

Billion-fold acceleration of radioactivity demonstrated in 
laboratory

Radioactive decay rate depends on chemical environment

Helium evidence for a young world continues to confound 
critics

Argon diffusion data support RATE’s 6,000-year helium age 
of the earth
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God Created a Matured Earth



Before there was Day and Night

    Now the earth was formless and 
empty, darkness was over the surface 
of the deep, and the Spirit of God was 

hovering over the waters.   Gen 1:2



Present Scientists of key fields who are convinced of Creation
 
•Dr John Baumgardner - Space Physicist
•Dr Markus Blietz - Astrophysicist
•Dr Harold Coffin - Palaeontologist
•Prof. Dennis L. Englin - Geophysics
•Dr Charles W. Harrison - Electromagnetics
•Dr John Hartnett - Cosmologist
•Dr Jonathan Henry - Astronomy
•Dr Ed Holroyd, III - Atmospheric Science
•Prof. Kyoung-Tai Kim - Genetic Engineering
•Dr Vladimir F. Kondalenko - Cytology/Cell Pathology
•Dr Leonid Korochkin - Genetics, Molecular Biology, Neurobiology
•Prof. Lane P. Lester - Biology, Genetics
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Present Scientists of key fields who are convinced of Creation

•Dr Heinz Lycklama - Nuclear Physics
•Dr Ian Macreadie - Molecular Biology, Microbiology:
•Dr Ralph Matthews - Radiation Chemistry
•Prof. Andy McIntosh - Combustion theory, aerodynamics
•Dr David Menton - Anatomist
•Dr John Meyer - Physiologist
•Dr Albert Mills - Embryologist
•Dr Henry M. Morris - Hydrologist
•Prof. Hee-Choon No - Nuclear Engineering
•Dr David Pace - Organic Chemistry
•Dr Jonathan D. Sarfati - Physical chemist / spectroscopist
•Dr Joachim Scheven – Palaeontologist
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“The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the 
work of his hands. Day after day they pour forth speech; night 

after night they display knowledge.”  Ps 19:1-2

God is Creator – the Beginning and the End



Let us declare every day that:

1. Our God is the Mighty Creator God 
    (who holds the future in His hands)
          We will trust and worship Him
2. We are His Masterpieces 
    (His sons and daughters)
           We will love Him and serve Him

            


